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II. FILTERING USING ACCESS LISTS
The access list is a group of statements which defines a
pattern that would be found in an IP packet [7]. As each
packet comes through an interface with an associated access
list, the list is scanned from top to bottom in the exact order
that it was entered for a pattern that matches the incoming
packet. A permit or deny rule associated with the pattern
determines that fate of the packet. The pattern statement also
can include a TCP or UDP port number. There are many
reasons to configure access lists, which are to provide
security for your network, to provide traffic flow control, to
filter packets that flow in or out of router interfaces and to
restrict network use by certain users or devices[8].

Abstract— The paper addresses the interoperability & network
security issues, between Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) with
filtering & OSPF without filtering. Furthermore, it shows how
the OSPF without filtering concept serve to be more useful in
controlling traffic without the device being disconnected from
the network. The new non–filtering concepts of stubby, totally
stubby, not so stubby, totally not so stubby areas in OSPF are
therefore designed to gain maximum control over handling the
routes thus ensuring the security. The applicability of this
proposed algorithm is demonstrated through diagrams for
different network architectures and traffic conditions.
Description of such concepts and the interoperability issues
between them with the suggestions how to make use of them are
presented. Practical implementation of the presented issues and
concepts was done and was found to be very effective in
establishing Network Security.

III. PROBLEMS WITH FILTERING
The main issue with the access lists is that access list provide
the facility of deny which completely stops the
communication with that device on which the command is
applied. Consider two routers R1 & R2 connected via serial
link having 200 routes on router R1, where R1 is the Bank
and the R2 is the investors’ router respectively. But as they re
in the same network, investors would be able to see the Bank
accounts, which is threat to government’s fund. So now the
main goal is to restrict R2, from accessing the R1 routes.
Under such circumstances, we are unable to apply the access
list because it will completely disconnect the investors from
the bank.
In order to achieve network security by not allowing the
routes from R1, be seen on router R2 without disconnecting
R1 from the network, the concept of filtering is not
appropriate. Thus, the network security is obtained in OSPF
without filtering by the use of concept called as “stub” which
was found to be very efficient. The concept of stub can be
well understood by understanding LSAs.
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I. INTRODUCTION
OSPF (Open shortest path first) is an open standard protocol
that provides area wise networks to be created. [1] It works in
a single autonomous system. After forming the topology,
OSPF uses this topology to route the packets [2]. Each path is
assigned a cost based on the throughput, round-trip time, and
reliability of the link [3] . The sum of the costs across a
particular path between hosts determines the overall cost of
the path. Using the shortest path first algorithm the packets
are routed along the path. OSPF routes packets along each
path alternately, if multiple equal-cost paths exist between a
source and destination address [4]. To control the traffic,
filtering can be done [5]. This however is very tedious to
configure as it lacks security. To gain more security and to
get desired routes on a particular router or in a specific area,
the concept of stub can be applied [6].
In this paper, we have had discussed the filtering using access
lists & we had shown how the stub concept can be used to
control traffic & add secured networks with desired routes in
a particular area. This paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes the filtering using access lists. The problems of
access lists are stated in section 3. Section 4 & 5 describes
LSA’s and OSPF areas. Traffic control & network security
without filtering is described in section 6 and conclusions are
drawn in the final section.

IV. LINK STATE ADVERTISEMENT
For the Internet Protocol, LSA is a basic communication
means of the OSPF routing protocol [9]. Communication of
router's local routing topology to all other local routers in the
same OSPF area is done by LSA. Some LSAs are not flooded
out on all interfaces, but only those that belong to the
appropriate area. Thus the detailed information can be kept
localized, while summary information is flooded to the rest of
the network.
• Type 1 (Router LSA) - Every router generates router-link
advertisements for each area to which it belongs. Router-link
advertisements describe the states of the router’s links to the
area and are flooded only within a particular area [9].
• Type 2 (Network LSA) – Designated Routers generate
network link advertisements for multi access networks,
which describe the set of routers attached to a particular multi
access network. Network link advertisements are flooded in
the area that contains the network. The link-state ID of the
type 2 LSA is the DR’s IP interface address.
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Table1. Types of areas that can be defined to restrict
particular LSA’s

• Types 3 and 4 (Summary LSA) – ABRs generate summary
link advertisements. Summary link advertisements describe
the following inter area routes:
• Type 3 describes routes to the area’s networks (and may
include aggregate routes also).
• Type 4 describes routes to ASBRs .The link-state ID is the
destination network number for
type 3 LSAs and the router ID of the described ASBR for
type 4 LSAs.
These LSAs are flooded throughout the backbone area to the
other ABRs. Type 3 LSAs are not flooded into totally stubby
areas or totally stubby NSSAs. Type 4 LSAs are not flooded
into any type of stub area.
• Type 5 (autonomous system external LSA) - ASBRs
generate autonomous system external link advertisements.
External link advertisements describe routes to destinations
external to the autonomous system and are flooded
everywhere except to any type of stub areas. The link-state
ID of the type 5 LSA is the external network number.
• Type 6 (Multicast OSPF LSA) - These LSAs are used in
multicast OSPF applications.
• Type 7 (LSAs for NSSAs) - These LSAs are used in
NSSAs.
• Type 8 (External attributes LSA for BGP) - These LSAs are
used to internetwork OSPF and BGP.

Area
Normal
Stub
Totally
Stub
NSSA

Totally
NSSA

Restrictions
None
No Type 5 AS-external LSA allowed.
No Type 3, 4 or 5 LSAs allowed except the
default summary route.
No Type 5 AS-external LSAs allowed, but
Type 7 LSAs that convert to Type 5 at the
NSSA ABR can traverse.
No Type 3, 4 or 5 LSAs except the default
summary route, but Type 7 LSAs that convert
to Type 5 at the NSSA ABR are allowed.

allows ASBRs, but does not accept external routes from other
areas. A default route is used to get to networks outside of the
area.
VI. HOW THE TRAFFIC IS CONTROLLED &
NETWORK SECURITY IS INCURRED?
To avoid use of excessive commands in filters i.e. in access
lists, use of stub concept serve the purpose. It ensures
security by displaying the default route instead of all routes.
Moreover it has an additional advantage. It reduces the total
number of routes arriving on that router thus reducing the
load on that router and making it work efficiently. Consider
there are 500 routes coming from Rip and 200 routes coming
from R1. Now what to do if the R3 routes capacity is 300
routes? Thus to makes possible R3 is made stub as stub
restricts LSA 4, 5. By doing this all 200 routes from R1 is
accepted but the R4 routes are converted to default route
0.0.0.0 so the routes that approach are 201.
To aptly illustrate the network security rendered by total
stubby area, consider R1 router as the bank, R4 is the regional
office and R2 as the ABR as shown in the Figure1.

V. OSPF AREAS
The possible area types of OSPF are [10]: • Standard
area-This default area type accepts all updates, and external
routes.
• Backbone area- The backbone area is labeled area 0, and all
other areas connect to this area to exchange the route
information.
• Stub area- This area type does not accept information about
routes external to the autonomous system, such as routes
from non-OSPF sources. If routers need to route to networks
outside the autonomous system, they use a default route,
indicated as 0.0.0.0. Stub areas cannot contain ASBRs. An
area can be made stub if it has same incoming and outgoing
route physical connection.
• Totally stubby area [10] — This Cisco proprietary area type
does not accept external autonomous system routes from
other areas internal to the autonomous system. If a router
needs to send a packet to a network external to the area, it
sends the packet using a default route. Totally stubby areas
cannot contain ASBRs.
• NSSA (Not so stubby area) — This area type defines a
special LSA type 7. NSSA offers benefits that are similar to
those of a stub area. They do not accept information about
routes external to the autonomous system, but instead use a
default route for external networks. However, NSSAs allow
ASBRs, which is against the rules in a stub area.
• Totally NSSA - Cisco routers also allow an area to be
configured as a totally NSSA which

Figure1. Topology having RIP and OSPF protocols enabled
in the redistributed network.
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Stub areas LSA’s 5 and 4 are converted into Type 7

External LSA’s 5 and 4 are given to the ASBR

This is given to ASBR

ASBR which is connected to the backbone
network hands over LSA’s to ABR

LSA type 7 is again converted into type 5and is
given to the backbone area because backbone area
only understands type 5 and 4 LSA’s

External LSA’s 5 and 4 are then converted
from ABR into default route 0.0.0.0

Thus redistributed network comes in the stub area,
receiving the default route from external LSA’s
type 5 and 4 same as the router which is now ASBR

Any routers in area 1 are able to see only the
default route, thus maintains the security
Figure2. Conversion in default route of external routes when
area is made totally stubby.

Figure4. Conversion of LSA’s types when area is made
totally not so stubby.

R1 is running both the protocols on its interfaces. Rip is
redistributed with OSPF for the routes to traverse. Now as R3
is the investor, he shouldn’t be able to see the routes of the
bank & its regional office as it would be a threat to accounts.
But as they are in the same redistributed network the R3 will
be able to see all the routes. To ensure this, area 1 is made
totally stubby area. As it restricts LSA 3, 4, 5, R3 will get the
default routes 0.0.0.0 from R4 and R1 and R3 would not
understand which networks exists behind the default route.
Figure 2 illustrates how the conversion in default route takes
place if the area is totally stubby
In the live scenario, only one router is not used many routers
are connected to the backbone area using virtual links. Now
consider R3 has one more router connected i.e. R5 running
EIGRP protocol having autonomous system 1 as shown in
the figure2.

This configuration is done on the NSSA ASBR shown in the
figure3. Figure 4 illustrates the conversion of the LSA types
when the area is totally not so stubby.. Thus security is again
prevailed in spite of increase in number of routers.
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper studies the fault recovery performance of the
OSPF without filtering over filtering in terms of network
security. The analysis highlights insightful features of Link
state advertisements, concept of stubby, totally stubby, not so
stubby area & totally not so stubby area and explains how to
control the traffic and generate network security by laying
restrictions on specific LSA’s. Furthermore, the concept
explains how the default route is generated without blocking
completely any of the networks, which made us useful to
apply in various areas, one of them is net banking.
VIII. ANALYTICAL ASSESSMENT
We have made practical implementation of these OSPF non
filtering concepts in Network labs (CISCO) at Thane centre,
and we further investigated the working of them, which was
found to be very efficient in terms of traffic control and
Network security.
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